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A mixture of hard electronic beats and intricate programming with soaring melodic orchestras and vocals,

"Psyanotic" is a journey into a busy, neon electrical forest filled with energy and glitter for the ears. 12

MP3 Songs in this album (56:47) ! Related styles: ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, POP: Pop Underground

People who are interested in Nine Inch Nails Bjrk Imogen Heap should consider this download. Details:

Thomas Dekker comes from a deeply artistic, intensely European upbringing. His mother, a concert

pianist and his father, a painter/opera singer. As a child, he and his parents moved around the world

almost continuously, spending time all over the United States, Europe, Canada, and a series of islands

including Tahiti and Grand Cayman. No matter how the environment was changing, music was the

constant in his family and life. At the age of five, Thomas landed a singing gig for a commercial which led

to a young acting career, during which he has appeared in numerous television series and films, a

position he still carries today. But it was always music that was Thomas' first passion and prime directive

in life. While living in an area of Canada that experienced extremely harsh weather conditions in the

winter, Thomas, in his own words, became a "nature obsessed recluse" who at age ten, began writing

pieces of classical music by humming different instrumental layers into a loop/playback track dictaphone.

"I was raised almost entirely on dramatic classical music like Chopin, Beethoven and Shostakovitch. It

was my main focus when I started writing songs." By the age of fifteen, enrolled in a homeschooling

program, Thomas landed a record deal, which after working on eight songs with producers, Thomas

would walk away from, believing he was contributing little more than lyrics to the project and that his true

musical vision was being altered by his collaborators. At the age of sixteen, Thomas began writing and

producing songs entirely by himself that infused the drama and musical intricacies of classical with the

sound scape and aesthetics of electronica. "The only way I can really think to describe my music, is a

kind of "electrofolk". Songs that have a traditional melodic and chord structure, often telling stories, but

technically supported by electronica. I guess I'm trying to harness nature and technology in a symbiotic

way." He would go on to build his own home studio in the desert town of Palmdale, CA. where he would

write, record, produce, mix and master all eleven tracks for his first album "Psyanotic". "Psyanotic is really
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an introduction to myself from myself in many ways. It's a little bit of a private album, I think. I'm kind of

keeping a lot of my opinions on things outside of myself a secret still." The album was completely written,

composed, produced, mixed and mastered by Thomas himself. Despite continuing with his busy acting

career, appearing on television shows such as Fox's Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles, he has

also completed a second album currently titled Protean. Thomas also composed a song "The Future",

which is dedicated to his Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles character John Connor.
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